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Abstract. As a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) for a stream ci-
pher, we propose a combination of (1) an F2-linear generator of a wordsize-
integer sequence with huge state space, and (2) a filter with one wordsize
memory, based on the accumulative integer multiplication and extracting some
most significant bits from the memory. We proposed CryptMT as an example.
Merits of this type of generators are (1) the strength against various attacks
assured by the huge state, (2) assurance on the period and the distribution,
and (3) high algebraic degree and nonlinearity obtained by the integer multi-
plication.

One problem of such configuration is the cost at the initialization required
to set the huge state. In this article, we introduce a method to avoid this cost
by means of a booting PRNG with small state space. We propose CryptMT
Ver.2.0 with this quick initialization. In addition, an improved F2-linear gen-
erator, Pulmonary Mersenne Twister, is used as the mother generator. The
result is: almost same speed in the stream generation, and 15 times faster in
the initial value setup than the original version of CryptMT.

1. Introduction

In this article, we discuss on pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) for
stream ciphers. We denote by w the computer’s word size, and assume that w = 32
as the default value. We consider implementations in software only. Our proposal
is to combine a huge state generator M (called the mother generator) and a filter
based on integer-multiplication as follows.

(1) The mother generator M should have very long period and high dimen-
sional equidistribution property. Our proposal for M is an F2-linear gen-
erator with a huge (say more than 200 words of) state space. The outputs
x0, x1, x2, . . . of M is a w-bit integer sequence.

(2) Put these integers into a filter with one word-size memory. Let accum
(accumulator) be a w-bit integer variable. In the initialization, we set
accum to some initial value, as well as initializing M . Then, at the i-th
step, we assign

accum := f(accum, xi)
and output g(xi), where f is a function based on the integer multiplication
(modulo 2w), and g(xi) is to take some fixed bits of xi.
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Figure 1. Combined generator = linear generator + filter with memory.

Figure 2. CryptMT Version 2.0: MT is replaced with Pulmonary
MT. The new initialization is not described here.

Pictorial description is in Figure 1. We call this configuration the combined
generator in this article. Note that this filter is nothing but a finite state automa-
ton. We proposed CryptMT [4][5] as an example, where the mother generator is
Mersenne Twister (MT) 32-bit integer generator [3] with 19937-bit internal state
with period 219937 − 1, and the filter is given by

(1) f(y, x) := y × (x|1) mod 232, g(y) := 8 MSBs of y

where (x|1) denotes x with LSB set to 1, and 8 MSBs mean the most significant
8 bits of w-bit integer y. CryptMT is proved to have period 219937 − 1 and to
be very strong to standard attacks in [5]. CryptMT has also assurance of the
high dimensional equidistribution property, namely, the consecutive 624 bytes are
uniformly equidistributed [5, Corollary 4.5, Proposition 4.6]. These are inherited
from the mother generator. Also, the high nonlinearity introduced by the integer
multiplication would imply high algebraic degree and high nonlinearity (a lower
bound on the algebraic degree of most significant bits of accumulated products
[5, Proposition 4.11], together with experiments by toy models [5, Tables 1 and
2], supports this). The security margin obtained by discarding 3/4 of each 32-bit
integer raises the hardness to break.

On the other hand, a demerit of such configurations is the high cost at the initial-
ization, necessary to fill the huge state space of the mother generator. In this article,



we propose a cheating solution to this problem, by using another random number
generator called a booter, which has smaller state space, until the initialization of
the mother generator is done.

We also introduce a new mother generator, Pulmonary Mersenne Twister (PMT),
for faster generation and improved linear dependencies from MT.

2. A fast initialization of a large state space

2.1. A cheating method: use a smaller generator for a while. Let X be
the set of w-bit integers. Let xi ∈ X (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) be a sequence generated by a
recursion

xN+i := F (xN−1+i, xN−2+i, . . . , x1+i, xi),

for some F : XN → X. Suppose that this recursion is used as the mother generator,
and hence N is large (e.g. N = 624 for MT). A software implementation of such a
recursion is: to prepare an array of elements of X with size N , and to use pointers
and a cyclic array. It is inevitable to give x0, x1, . . . , xN−1 as the initial state, in
other words, to fill up the state array, before generation. Thus, we need to generate
N of pseudorandom numbers in the initialization.

However, if one wants to encrypt a much shorter message than N , then this
is not efficient. A possible solution is to use a PRNG with relatively small state
space (called the booter) which can be quickly initialized, and use it to generate
x0, x1, . . . , xN−1 from the key and the initial value (IV). If the message length is
smaller than N , then the mother generator is never used: only the booter is used for
the necessary times. This seems a little cheating. However, the difference is merely
to use x0, x1, . . . (the output of the booter for the first N steps) or xN , xN+1, . . .
(involving the mother generator). Also, the attacks to the booter is rather limited,
since at most N outputs are used. A large period is not necessary. Attacks based on
long outputs, such as time-memory-trade-off attacks or Berlekamp-Massey LFSR
synthesis attacks, are not applicable to the booter. On the other hand, the booter
must have resistance against the attacks designed for the block cipher, since the
role of the booter is to “encrypt” IV into a block of N wordsize integers by using
the key, without leaking any information on the key even for chosen IVs. This
situation is closer to the block ciphers than stream ciphers. A typical attack is the
differential attack with respect to the IV.

2.2. The key, IV, and the Booter. Here we consider the following situation.

(1) The algorithm is implemented in a software, where we have enough memory
and fast integer multiplication.

(2) The user gives the key in the array KEYARRAY of w-bit integers with
length KEYSIZE, and the IV in the array IVARRAY of w-bit integers with
length IVSIZE.

(3) The key setup does not occur frequently, so the speed does not matter.
(4) The IV setup occurs frequently, so the speed does matter.
(5) Every IV is known to and can be chosen by the adversary.

The booter’s role is to expand the key and IV to N wordsize integers. Since the
first outputs of the booter are used as the outputs of the combined generator after
filtered, the booter should have enough strength against chosen IV attacks. We
choose the following strategy.



Figure 3. The PRNG for the booter

(1) Since the key setup stage is allowed to be slow, we expand the key to
two long extended keys, namely two arrays KEY1 and KEY2, by some
expanding function.

(2) The booter’s inputs are KEY1, KEY2 and IVARRAY. The state space of
the booter consists of one cyclic array (a shift register of words) of IVSIZE
integers, together with one wordsize memory called the accumulator.

(3) In the IV setup, we setup the state space of the booter, and the accumulator
of the filter. This is done by copying IVARRAY to the state array of
the booter, copying IVARRAY[1] to the accumulator with LSB set to 1,
and then by running the booter 2×IVSIZE times without outputting (for
idling), except for the IVSIZE-th output which is copied to accum, the
accumulator of the multiplicative filter, with LSB set to 1.

(4) When the encryption starts, the booter is called to generate one word.
The word is used to fill the first member of the state array of the mother
generator, as well as the input to the filter. This is iterated N times,
namely, until the state space of the mother generator is initialized.

(5) After N steps, the generation by the mother generator starts.
The PRNG used as the booter is described in Figure 3. Every line in the figure
denotes w=32-bit data. The bit-wise EOR is denoted by ⊕, the integer multiplica-
tion (summation) modulo 232 is denoted by × (+), respectively. The right bottom
x⊕ (̃ x>>16) means the following: x̃ denotes the bit-wise inversion of x, >> 16 is
the shift to the right by 16 bits. Thus, the formula denotes a function mapping x to
x⊕ (̃ x>>16), which is bijective because it is inverse to itself. The purpose of the
right-shift is to feedback the MSBs of the product, which gather the information of



Figure 4. The booter generating N words

all bits, to the LSBs, where the information of the higher bits would not be reflected
otherwise. The left-shift one-bit function (x << 1) below the accumulator in the
figure is to pick up the LSB of the middle tap. Without this, the information of
LSBs is not well circulated since the LSBs are neglected by the multiplier. The
state transition is chosen to be bijective.

The idea of the accumulator comes from the following observation. In a software
implementation, we need wordsize variables to compute intermediate results in the
computation of the recursion. Usually, the variables are reset by some part of the
shift register at every generation. However, we may use the variable as a part of
the state space, with paying little cost at the generation stage.

An actual implementation of the booter is pictorially described in Figure 4. It
has a shape similar to the Turing machine. The finite state automaton (FSA) at
the right-top in Figure 4, having three inputs and two outputs, is the right-bottom
box in Figure 3. The IV is copied to the top of the array at the left of Figure 4, and
KEY2 is copied below it, while KEY1 is input to the FSA one by one. The output
of Figure 3 is written in the same array. The FSA is moved one-step below for each



Figure 5. Left: a standard LFSR. Right: a pulmonary LFSR

generation. The KEY2 is already copied to the array, so no need to input to FSA:
in the C-like notation, ^= suffices. At the IV setup, we run the booter 2×IVSIZE
times for discarding first outputs. Then, the booter’s output is used for the first
N steps of encryptions. This configuration automatically records the outputs of
the booter in the array. Thus, to initialize the mother generator, it suffices to copy
N words from the array to the state array of the mother generator (or, we may
put a pointer to the array, to use it as the state array of the mother generator.)
Because of the idling for 2×IVSIZE steps, it is necessary to prepare N +2×IVSIZE
of extended keys in each of KEY1 and KEY2.

The key extension is done by the same method. The same FSA in Figure 3 is
used, where the size of the shift register in Figure 3 is KEYSIZE. As for the two in-
puts, KEY2 is set to all zeroes and KEY1[j]:=j+IVSIZE−2, for j = 0, 1, . . .. In the
key setup, the KEYARRAY is copied to the shiftregister, and the KEYARRAY[1]
is copied to the accumulator of the booter with LSB set to 1. Then we generate and
discard the first 2×KEYSIZE outputs. Then we generate (N+2×IVSIZE) outputs
and copy to KEY1, and again generate (N+2×IVSIZE) outputs and copy to KEY2.

3. An improved mother generator PMT

In a typical filtered generator, the mother generator is chosen to be a linear
feedbacked shift register (LFSR) described in the left of Figure 5. Here each word
is regarded as a w-dimensional vector over F2, and the feedback is a linear function.
MT is one of these.

In [2], we introduced the pulmonary LFSR, described in the right half of Figure 5
(its name was Hearty Twister: we changed the name according to a suggestion by
Art Owen). The difference is the existence of one variable lung as a component in
the state space. This introduces a short length feedback, and improves the depen-
dency on the initial state. The name of “lung” comes from the blood circulating
systems of fish and Amphibia. Regard the linear function as the heart, and the
array as the body. Then, the standard LFSR has a single loop similarly to the fish,
and the pulmonary LFSR has two feedback loops similarly to the Amphibia.

Suppose that the feedback function is a sparse linear function. If the bits in the
array contain too many 0’s and only small number of 1’s, that is, the (Hamming)
weight of the array is too small, (like anoxia: 1’s are considered as oxygen), then
the tendency continues for long in the standard LFSR. The recovery is faster in the



Figure 6. Pulmonary Mersenne Twister: Light Version

pulmonary LFSR because of the short cycle containing the lung, which recovers the
weight of the lung quickly.

The standard LFSR can be described by a single recursion of order N , but the
pulmonary LFSR requires two recursions. The example in Figure 5 is given by

ui+1 := F1(xi+M , xi, ui)
xi+N := F2(xi+M , xi, ui),

where xi denotes the content of the i-th member of the array and ui denotes the
content of the lung. We propose to use Pulmonary Mersenne Twister-Light-19937
(PMTL19937), whose recursion is given by

ui+1 := (xi<<b)⊕ xi+M ⊕ ui;
xi+N := xi ⊕Rc(ui+1),

where Rc(x) := x⊕ (x>>c) with parameters specified by N = 623, M = 609, b = 7
and c = 3. Pictorial description is in Figure 6.

We checked the following by using a computer and mathematical algorithms
based on the Berlekamp-Massey method and Lenstra’s lattice method. For the
detail, we plan to write a paper on PMT.

Proposition 3.1. PMTL19937 is an automaton with 19968 = 32 × 624 bits of
state space S, which consists of an array of 623 words and a 32-bit memory lung.

(1) The transition function h of PMTL19937 is an F2-linear bijection, whose
characteristic polynomial is factorized as

χh(t) = χ19937(t)× χ31(t),

where χ19937(t) is a primitive polynomial of degree 19937 and χ31(t) is a
polynomial of degree 31.

(2) The state S is uniquely decomposed into a direct sum of h-invariant sub-
spaces of degrees 19937 and 31

S = V19937 + V31,

where the characteristic polynomial of h restricted to V19937 is χ19937(t).



(3) From any initial state s0 not contained in V31, the period P of the state
transition is a multiple of the 24th Mersenne Prime 219937 − 1, namely
P = (219937 − 1)q holds for some 1 ≤ q ≤ 231 − 1 (q may depend on s0).
The period of the output sequence is also P .

In this case, in addition, the sequence of the most significant 31 bits of
each output integer is 624-dimensionally equidistributed with defect q in
the sense of [5, §4.4] (one dimension larger than MT).

(4) There is a 32-dimensional constant vector v such that if the lung-part of
s0 coincides with v, then s0 /∈ V31. We set the lung to this value at the
initialization.

(5) χh(t) has 205 nonzero terms (which is larger than 135 of MT), and χ19937(t)
has 9945 nonzero terms.

There are a few more advantages of PMT over MT. Firstly, because of the
simplicity of the recursion, the generation speed is a little faster than MT. Secondly,
one can eliminate ui from the recursion to obtain

xi+N = xi + xi+1 + xi+N−1 + Rc(xi<<b) + Rcxi+M ,

which shows that there are 5-bit relations among consecutive 624 outputs of this
PMT (in the case of MT, there are 3-bit relations).

By the way, the above choice of the recursion is to keep the high speed, and is
not the best one from the viewpoint of random number generation for MonteCarlo
purpose. We will explain this in a forthcoming paper.

4. Resistance of CryptMTV2 to Standard Attacks

CryptMTV2.0 (CryptMT Version 2.0) is the above modified generator obtained
from CryptMT by changing the initialization and the mother generator. The crypt-
analysis developed in §4 in [5] for CryptMT is equally valid to CryptMTV2.0, which
we briefly recall.

Time-memory-trade-off attack. A naive time-memory-tradeoff attack consumes
the computation time of roughly the square root of the size of the state space, which
is O(

√
219968+31) = O(29999.5) for CryptMTV2.0.

Dimension of Equidistribution. As stated in Proposition 3.1, PMTL19937 sat-
isfies all conditions in §4.2–§4.3 of loc. cit., with period P = (219937− 1)q, n = 624-
dimensional equidistribution with defect d = q. Proposition 4.4 (loc. cit.) implies
that CryptMTV2.0 (more precisely, its indistinguishable modification stated in As-
sumption 4.3 there) is 625-dimensionally equidistributed with defect q · 231 < 262.

Correlation attacks and distinguishing attack. By Corollary 4.7 (loc. cit.),
if we consider a simple distinguishing attack to CryptMTV2.0 of order N ≤ 625,
then its security level is 219937×2, since P/d = 219937 − 1.

Correlation attacks based on a four-term relation is infeasible, since the com-
putational complexity to find such a relation is of order of O(N log N), where
N ≥ 219937/3 for CryptMTV2.0.



Algebraic degree of the filter. Proposition 4.11 (loc. cit.) is about the mul-
tiplicative filter, so it is valid for CryptMTV2.0 as it is. This gives a supportive
evidence to that each bit of the output of CryptMTV2.0 would have high algebraic
degree, close to the upper bound coming from the number of variables. The exper-
imental results by the toy models stated in the next section also support this, so
algebraic attacks and Berlekamp-Massey attacks would be infeasible, by the same
reasons stated in §4.9 and §4.10 of loc. cit.

5. Simulation by toy models

We consider all bits in the initial state as variables, and then each bit of the out-
puts is a boolean function of these variables, so algebraic degree and non-linearity
are defined. However, they are hard to compute because of the size of the state
space. Similarly to §4.8 of loc. cit., we made a toy model and obtained experimen-
tal results. Since the mother generator of CryptMTV2.0 is a PMT, we made a toy
model of 16-bit state space, which generates a 16-bit integer sequence defined by

t := xj ⊕ (xj << 7)
xj+1 := t⊕ (t >> 3)

where t is a temporary 16-bit variable and xj is a 16-bit integer, and then it is
filtered by

yj+1 = (xj |1)× yj mod 216.

We put y0 = 1, and compute the algebraic degree of each of the 16 bits in the
outputs y1 ∼ y16, each regarded as a polynomial function with 16 variables being
the bits in x0. The result is listed in Table 1. The lower six bits of the table clearly
show the pattern 0, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, whereas the eighth bit and higher are “saturated” to
the upper bound 16, after 8 generations, which is slightly better than 12 generations
for the toymodel of CryptMT, see Table 1, loc. cit.

We expect that the same will occur for CryptMTV2.0. So, if we consider each
bit of the internal state of MT as a variable, then the algebraic degree of the 8
MSBs of yi will be near to 19968, after some steps of generations.

Also, we computed the non-linearity of the MSB of each yi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8) of
this toy model. The result is listed in Table 2, and each value is near to 216−1.
This suggests that there would be no good linear approximation of CryptMTV2.0,
similarly to CryptMT.

6. Differential attacks on IV and Key

So far, we do not argue on the attacks at the resynchronization. Since the first
623 outputs of CryptMTV2.0 is the filtered output of the booter, we need to discuss
on the resistance of the booter with multiplicative filter.

As a first step to the cryptanalysis of the booter, we conducted a statistical test
based on a naive differential attack. We set the extended keys KEY1 and KEY2
both to all zeroes. Then we consider the booter as functions Bn(IV), which maps
the IV to the n-th output of the booter initialized by that IV. We fix a 256-bit
(8-word) IV. Then, we compute

∆(IV, i) := Bn(IV ⊕ Ei)⊕Bn(IV)

for E1, . . . , E256 being the 256-dimensional unit vectors (i.e., of Hamming weight
one). The Hamming weight of ∆(IV, i) should conform to the binomial distribution



Table 1. Table of the algebraic degrees of output bits of a toy model.

y1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
y2 15 15 15 14 13 12 10 8 7 6 4 3 2 1 1 0
y3 16 16 15 16 15 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 2 1 1 0
y4 15 16 16 15 15 15 15 13 12 9 6 4 2 1 1 0
y5 15 16 16 16 15 16 16 16 13 9 6 4 2 1 1 0
y6 16 15 15 15 16 15 15 16 15 11 7 4 2 1 1 0
y7 16 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 15 11 7 4 2 1 1 0
y8 16 16 16 15 16 16 15 15 16 12 8 4 2 1 1 0
y9 15 15 16 16 15 15 16 16 15 12 8 4 2 1 1 0
y10 16 15 15 16 15 15 15 16 16 12 8 4 2 1 1 0
y11 15 16 15 16 15 16 16 16 15 14 8 4 2 1 1 0
y12 15 15 16 15 16 15 16 15 16 13 8 4 2 1 1 0
y13 16 15 16 15 16 16 16 15 16 14 8 4 2 1 1 0
y14 15 16 16 15 16 15 15 16 15 15 8 4 2 1 1 0
y15 16 15 16 15 16 16 16 15 16 14 8 4 2 1 1 0
y16 16 15 15 16 15 16 15 16 15 16 8 4 2 1 1 0

Table 2. The non-linearity of the MSB of each output of a toy model.

output y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8 y9

nonlinearity 0 32118 32246 32206 32218 32165 32233 32103 32213

B(32, 1/2) for an ideal booter. We have 256 samples of the Hamming weights for
i = 1, 2, . . . , 256. We choose 1000 random samples of IV, and thus 256000 samples
of Hamming weights, for each 1 ≤ n ≤ 24. We separate 33 weights into 9 categories

{0...12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {16}, {17}, {18}, {19}, {20...32}
and conduct χ2-tests. The corresponding p-values are listed in Table 3. We iterated
this five times. The p-values show that the first 9 outputs are deviated, but the 10th
and after seem to be O.K. In the initialization, the booter discards 2×IVSIZE=16
outputs, which seem to be enough.

7. Performance comparison

We used the performance testing tool from eSTREAM [1] to see the speed of
the IV setup with the platform Pentium-M 1.4GHz. The original version con-
sumes 31113 cycles for IV setup, while CryptMTV2.0 consumes 2145 cycles, namely,
speed-up by a factor of 15. Accordingly, the cycles per byte to encrypt 40 bytes is
reduced from 806 to 74. However, the key-setup time is increased from 34 cycles
to 22487 cycles. Also, the column STREAM (measuring the time for long stream
without IV setup) shows 2% slow-down compared to the original version. Probably
this is because the first block is ciphered by the booter, which is slower than PMT.

8. conclusion

We introduced a method to initialize a huge state space with little cost, by using
a booter, a smaller PRNG. This solves the slowness in the IV setup of the first
version of CryptMT. However, we need to test the resistance of the booter, too.



Table 3. The p-values of the Hamming weight test of the n-th
output of the booter (0 suppressed).

Outputs 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
B1 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B2 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B3 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B4 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B5 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B6 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B7 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
B8 0.999858 1. 0.999884 0.99988 1.
B9 1. 1. 0.999968 1. 0.926248
B10 0.415646 0.10617 0.369702 0.810966 0.0591573
B11 0.349149 0.269581 0.546788 0.0783579 0.478834
B12 0.656057 0.904608 0.719275 0.709268 0.886417
B13 0.0636272 0.292971 0.439085 0.926816 0.354477
B14 0.994904 0.388312 0.688698 0.0523952 0.610518
B15 0.943661 0.457131 0.173981 0.34268 0.659302
B16 0.806287 0.313299 0.211509 0.495947 0.762681
B17 0.892633 0.514589 0.552164 0.0554408 0.3439
B18 0.44802 0.344326 0.578483 0.963813 0.665435
B19 0.441611 0.355715 0.0319679 0.216351 0.828746
B20 0.0219037 0.775335 0.445655 0.653318 0.330011
B21 0.0359443 0.86928 0.791367 0.238231 0.751933
B22 0.434032 0.119962 0.19941 0.013384 0.626764
B23 0.469654 0.113235 0.539935 0.482852 0.0602773
B24 0.739223 0.197051 0.917797 0.643172 0.8482

We experimented a simple differential attack on IV to the booter, and the result
was satisfactory. Actually, we may use any block cipher as the booter, as far as
they have enough strength, so we have plenty of choice.
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